Prompting Systems Video 1

Teacher: So first I'm going to find a word and I want you to when help me find the same word.

You ready?

Maceo: Yeah.

Teacher: If you need help, wait for me. I don't want you to guess. Okay?

Maceo: Okay.

Teacher: Find the word "visit."

[teacher pointing]
[student pointing]

Maceo: Visit.

Teacher: "Visit" means to go see someone. Find the word "package."

[teacher pointing]
[student pointing]

Maceo: Package.

Teacher: "Package" is something that is wrapped up. Find the word "protect."

[teacher pointing]
[student pointing]

Maceo: Protect.

Teacher: "Protect" means to keep something safe. Find the word "confused."

[teacher pointing]
[student pointing]

Maceo: Confused.

Teacher: "Confused" means you don't understand something. All right. Maceo, I'm going to try to trick you. I mixed them up and I want you to try to find the word by yourself this time. If you don't know, I want you to wait, don't guess. Okay?
Maceo: Okay.

Teacher: All right. Find the word "protect."

[student pointing]

[teacher pointing]

[student pointing]

Teacher: Protect.

Maceo: Protect.

Teacher: "Protect" means to keep something safe. You ready?

Maceo: Yeah.

Teacher: Remember, I don't want you to guess. I want you to wait if you don't know it. Okay? Look at all of the words first. Find "visit."

[student pointing]

[teacher pointing]

[student pointing]

Teacher: Visit.

Maceo: Visit.

Teacher: "Visit" means to go see someone. Are you guessing or are you looking at all the words, Maceo?

Maceo: I'm looking at all the words.

Teacher: All right. Hands down. Look at all the words carefully before you choose one and don't guess. If you need help, you are going to do what?

Maceo: Ask for help.

Teacher: Wait for me and I'll help you. Can you find the word "confused". Confused. It means you don't understand something.

Maceo: I need help.

Teacher: Good. Confused.

[teacher pointing]
Maceo: Confused.

Teacher: Thank you for waiting. Now, can you find the word "package."

Maceo: Package.

Teacher: Package. "Package" is something that's wrapped up. This word is package.

Maceo: I need help.

Teacher: Uh-huh. That's okay. Hands down. Can you find the word "protect" again?

Maceo: Package.

Teacher: Good finding "protect."

Maceo: Yep.

Teacher: Can you find the word "visit" again, please?

Maceo: Visit.

Teacher: Good finding "visit."

Maceo: Confused.

Teacher: That's what I'm looking for, Maceo. How about "confused"? If you don't understand something, then you are confused.

Maceo: Confused.

Teacher: And last word...
Maceo: We'll be done.

Teacher: You ready?

Maceo: Yeah.

Teacher: Package. Find the word "package."

[student pointing]

[teacher pointing]

Teacher: Package is right here. Package. Maceo, you are going to try to find the word by yourself, okay?

Maceo: Okay.

Teacher: If you need help, wait for me, don't guess. You ready?

Can you show me the word "protect." This word is protect, Maceo.

[teacher pointing]

[student pointing]

Good touching "protect."